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We propose to manipulate topological polaritons in optomechanical ladders consisting of an optical Su-
Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) chain and a mechanical SSH chain connected through optomechanical (interchain)
interactions. We show that the topological phase diagrams are divided into six areas by four boundaries and that
there are four topological phases characterized by the Berry phases. We find that a topologically nontrivial phase
of the polaritons is generated by the optomechanical interaction between the optical and mechanical SSH chains
even though they are both in the topologically trivial phases. Counter-intuitively, six edge states appear in one
of the topological phases with only two topological nontrivial bands, and some edge states are localized near
but not at the boundaries of an open-boundary ladder. Moreover, a two-dimensional Chern insulator with higher
Chern numbers is simulated by introducing proper periodical adiabatic modulations of the driving amplitude
and frequency. Our work not only opens a route towards topological polaritons manipulation by optomachan-
ical interactions, but also will exert a far-reaching influence on designing topologically protected polaritonic
devices.

Introduction.—Optomechanical couplings lie at the heart
of cavity optomechanics [1, 2], and provide the physical ori-
gin for studying both fundamental physics [3, 4] and modern
quantum technologies [5]. An impressive series of milestones
have been achieved in optomechanical systems with single- or
few-mode cavities, such as ground-state cooling of nanome-
chanical resonators [6–9], normal mode splitting [10–13], op-
tomechanical correlations and entanglement [14–19], quan-
tum squeezing of mechanical motions [20–23], and position
measurements at the quantum level [24–26]. Recent advances
in fabrication, manipulation, and detection of optomechani-
cal systems pave the way to exploring many-body physics
in optomechanical arrays, mainly focusing on synchroniza-
tion of many mechanical resonators [27–32], Dirac and gauge
physics [33–37], various localization behaviors [38–41], and
optomechanical topology for photons and phonons [41–50].
In addition, topological optomechanical lattices described by
the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) [51–54], Kitaev [55, 56], and
graphene [57–61] models have been recently realized in op-
tomechanical crystals [55, 62] and superconducting circuit op-
tomechanics [63].

Topological optomechanics in the strong (linearized) op-
tomechanical coupling regime [10–13] should be considered
with an insight from the polaritons of quasi-particles formed
by a strong mixing of photons and phonons [64, 65]. That is
clearly different from topological optomechanical lattices for
investigating topological phononics [62] or topological mi-
crowave modes [63]. Polaritons [66–68] exhibit a dual nature
of light and matter, and the topological properties of polari-
tons can be controlled by light-matter interactions [69–74]. In
particular, the optomechanical interactions are tunable by ex-
ternal optical pumping [10–13], which provides wide opportu-

nities for manipulating topological optomechanical polaritons
artificially. Moreover, optomechanical lattices with a variety
of topological phases provide an ideal platform for exploring
exotic quantum light-matter interactions [75–77].

In this Letter, we propose to manipulate the topological
states of polaritons in an optomechanical ladder consisting
of an optical and a mechanical SSH chains coupled through
optomechanical interactions. We show that the topological
states of the polaritons in an optomechanical ladder can be
tuned on demand by adjusting the amplitude of the driving
fields. Moreover, a two-dimensional (2D) Chern insulator for
polaritons is demonstrated in the optomechanical ladder by
adiabatically and periodically modulating the amplitude and
frequency of the driving fields. Our proposal not only opens
a route towards topological insulators of optomachanical po-
laritons, but also inspires potential applications in designing
topologically protected quantum devices [78–83].

Optomechanical ladders and topological phases.—We con-
sider an optomechanical ladder formed by an optical and a
mechanical SSH chains coupled through linearized optome-
chanical interactions (see Supplemental Material [84] for de-
tails) [Fig. 1(a)]. In the strong driving regime of all the optical
modes, the linearized Hamiltonian of this optomechanical lad-
der reads (ℏ = 1)

Hsys =
∑

j

[
δ(a†ja j − A†j A j) −G(a†jb j + A†j B j + H.c.)

+ (J1A†ja j + J2a†j+1A j + t1B†jb j + t2b†j+1B j + H.c.)
]
,(1)

where a j and A j (b j and B j) are annihilation operators of the
optical (mechanical) modes at the jth cell. The parameter δ =
∆a − ωm = ωm − ∆A, where ωm is the resonance frequency of
all the mechanical modes, ∆a = ωa − ωd and ∆A = ωA − ωd
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of an optomechanical ladder.
Two SSH chains of optical modes (a j and A j) and mechanical modes
(b j and B j), shown by yellow and gray circles with staggered mu-
tual couplings {J1, J2} and {t1, t2}, are coupled by the linearized op-
tomechanical interaction with strength G. Topological phase diagram
(δ = 0) at different parameters: (b) {t1 = J1/5, t2 = J1/100} and (c)
{t1 = J1/100, t2 = J1/5}.

are the frequency detunings between the optical modes (ωa for
mode a j and ωA for mode A j) and the pumping fields (ωd). G
is the linearized optomechanical coupling strength, which can
be tuned continuously by the driving fields, and without loss
of generality, hereafter we consider a real G for simplicity by
choosing proper driving phases; J1 and t1 (J2 and t2) are the
amplitudes of intracellular (intercellular) photon- and phonon-
hopping rates, respectively.

By imposing periodic boundary conditions with N unit
cells and introducing the Fourier transformation Ok =

(1/
√

N)
∑

j ei jkd0 O j, for O = a, b, A, and B (k is the wave
number and d0 is the lattice constant, hereafter we set d0 = 1
for simplicity), the Hamiltonian in the momentum space is
given by Hsys =

∑
k V†k HkVk, with (Vk)† = (a†k , A

†

k , b
†

k , B
†

k) and

Hk =


δ J1 + J2eik −G 0
J1 + J2e−ik −δ 0 −G
−G 0 0 t1 + t2eik

0 −G t1 + t2e−ik 0

 . (2)

The dispersion relations (energy bands) can be obtained by
diagonalizing Hk, and then the boundaries for different topo-
logical phases can be analyzed via the closing of energy
band gaps [84]. Here, the topological phase diagrams are
divided into six areas by four boundaries [Figs. 1(b, c)]: (i)
Gc,1 =

√
(J1 − J2) (t1 − t2); (ii) Gc,2 =

√
(J1 + J2) (t1 + t2);

(iii) Gc,3 =
√

J1t1 + J2t2 + (J2t1 + J1t2) cos k for 0 < k < π
and J2/J1 = t1/t2; and (iv) J2,c = J1 + t1 − t2. Note that
three of the boundaries [i.e., (i)-(iii)] have been obtained in
Refs. [85–87], but the boundary (iv) is missed and hence only
three different phases are shown there.

The topological phase of the polaritons in the optome-
chanical ladder can be characterized by the Berry phase set
Λ = {γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4}with γn ≡

∫ 2π
0 A(n)

k dk, where the Berry con-

nection A(n)
k ≡ ⟨Ψn|i∂k |Ψn⟩ depends on the eigenstate |Ψn⟩ of

the Hamiltonian Hk in Eq. (2) for the nth band (n = 1, 2, 3, 4).
In the cases of δ = 0, the Berry phase γn takes 0 or ±π, cor-
responding to topologically trivial and nontrivial phases, re-
spectively. Since the ratio t1/t2 (J1/J2) plays a critical role
in characterizing the phases in the SSH model [52], below
we consider the cases t1 > t2 and t1 < t2, and study the de-
pendence of the topological phases on the optomechanical-
coupling strength G and the ratio J1/J2. Note that the ar-
rangement for the continuous change of t1/t2 in the two cases
J1 > J2 and J1 < J2 leads to the same physical results.

There are four different phases of polaritons based on the
Berry phases: I for Λ = {0, 0, 0, 0}, II for Λ = {0,±π,±π, 0},
III for Λ = {±π, 0, 0,±π}, and IV for Λ = {±π,±π,±π,±π}.
It is worth noting that the boundary of Gc,3 cannot be distin-
guished by Berry phases because the sign of the Berry phases
±π is meaningless. This boundary can be verified when two
optomechanical ladders in different phases are attached [84].

Interestingly, the optomechanical coupling G connects the
two SSH chains and it provides a mean to manipulate the
topological polaritons in the optomechanical ladder. In the
case t1 > t2 (t1 < t2) with δt = |t1 − t2|, when 0 < J2/J1 < 1
(1 < J2/J1), the system experiences phase transitions I →
II → I (IV → III → IV) with increasing G/J1; when
1 < J2/J1 < 1+δt/J1 (1−δt/J1 < J2/J1 < 1), the phase transi-
tion II→ I (III→ IV) takes place with increasing G/J1; in ad-
dition, in the range J2/J1 > 1+ δt/J1 (0 < J2/J1 < 1− δt/J1),
the system transits from phases III (II) to IV (I) as G/J1 grows.
Note that the phase transitions only take place either between
phases I and II or between phases III and IV when changing
G, because the phases {I, II} are divided from phases {III, IV}
by the G-independent line J2/J1 = 1 + (t1 − t2)/J1.

Energy spectra and edge states.—According to the bulk-
boundary correspondence, topological phase transitions in
the optomechanical ladders can be demonstrated by the edge
states in the energy spectra with an open boundary condition,
and the edge states can be observed by the reflection spectra of
a waveguide side-coupled to the system [84, 88–91]. To this
end, the energy spectra versus G/J1 are shown in Figs. 2(a-
d), corresponding to the phase transitions I → II → I and
III → IV when t1 > t2, as well as II → I and IV → III → IV
when t2 > t1.

There are no edge states in phase I but two edge states
around E = 0 in phase II [Figs. 2(a, b)]. The edge states in
Fig. 2(b) originate from the topologically nontrivial mechan-
ical chain, while in Fig. 2(a) the edge states are induced by
the optomechanical interaction between the two topologically
trivial chains. Besides, the corresponding field distributions
for the edge states are different [Figs. 2(e, f)]. The maxima
of the fields are located at the two ends of the mechanical
chain for the edge state in panel (f), while the maxima in panel
(e) appear at the two modes next to the two ends of the me-
chanical chain. There are four edge states around the energy
E ≈ ±G in phase IV [Fig. 2(d)], which originate from the op-
tomechanical interaction between the two topologically non-
trivial chains with frequency splittings ±G. In addition, the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The energy spectrum of the system in the open-boundary condition (N = 10) versus the optomechanical coupling G
for: (a) J2 = 0.6J1, t1 = 0.2J1, and t2 = 0.01J1, (b) J2 = 0.6J1, t1 = 0.01J1, and t2 = 0.2J1, (c) J2 = 1.5J1, t1 = 0.2J1, and t2 = 0.01J1, (d)
J2 = 1.5J1, t1 = 0.01J1, and t2 = 0.2J1. (e)-(j) The field distribution of the edge states marked by black dots in (a)-(d) for: (e) G = 0.4J1, (f)
G = 0.3J1, (g) G = 0.8J1, (h) G = 0.8J1, (i) G = 0.4J1, and (j) G = 0.5J1.

optomechanical interaction also induces the transition from
phase III to IV [Fig. 2(c)]. The corresponding edge states are
shown in Figs. 2(g, h), which indicate that the edge state in
panel (h) is more local than the one in panel (g).

It is counter-intuitive that there are six edge states in phase
III: four appear around E ≈ ±G for G > t1 + t2, and the
other two arise around E = 0. The edge states can be under-
stood by their field distributions. The field distributions for
the edge states around E ≈ ±G are very similar to the ones
in the phase IV [Figs. 2(g, h)], which originate from the in-
teractions between the optical edge states and the mechanical
modes with frequency splitting ±G. The field distribution of
the edge states around E = 0 are shown in Figs. 2(i, j). Differ-
ent from the traditional edge states localized at both ends, the
maxima of the fields in panel (i) [(j)] appear at the first (sec-
ond) two modes next to both ends of the mechanical chain.

2D Chern insulators by adiabatic modulation.—The op-
tomechanical ladders can simulate a 2D Chern insulator with
the wave number for the second dimension replaced by the
time dimension in adiabatical modulation, which can be re-
alized by tuning the driving strength and frequency periodi-
cally. The energy band diagrams for time-dependent strength
G(t) = Ḡ + G̃ cos(2πt/T ) are shown by the blue solid curves
in Figs. 3(a)-3(d), with the first Brillouin zone in the inset of
Fig. 3(a), where Ḡ and G̃ are real numbers and T is the mod-
ulation period. There are two kinds of Dirac points in the
bands located at {k = ±π, G(t) = Gc,1} along the line MK
and at {k = 0, G(t) = Gc,2} along the line ΓN. To open a gap
around the Dirac points, we introduce a time-dependent de-

tuning δ(t) = δ̃ sin(2πt/T ′) by modulating the frequency with
amplitude δ̃ and period T ′. To be more intuitive, we define a
vector d(t) ≡ G(t)dx + δ(t)dy, with unit vectors dx and dy in
the x and y directions. Then the path of the endpoint of d(t)
is a closed loop due to the periodicity of the parameters G(t)
and δ(t). In Figs. 3(e-h), we show four different modulation
schemes for the loop winding around either one or two of the
critical points Gc,1 and Gc,2. Note that the red trajectories of
the parameters G(t) and δ(t) in Figs. 3(e)-3(h) correspond to
the red dashed energy bands in Figs. 3(a)-3(d), while the blue
trajectories of G(t) (with δ = 0) correspond to the blue bands
with the Dirac points. These plots indicate that the Dirac point
can be opened by introducing a time-dependent δ(t).

To identify the topological phase of the polaritons under
adiabatic pumping, we seek for the Chern numbers [52] of
the nth band cn = −

1
2π

∫ 2π
0 dk

∫ T
0 dt (∂A(n)

t /∂k − ∂A
(n)
k /∂t),

where the Berry connections A(n)
t ≡ ⟨Ψn|i∂t |Ψn⟩ and A(n)

k ≡

⟨Ψn|i∂k |Ψn⟩ depend on both k and t via G(t) and δ(t). The
Chern numbers for the energy bands are also shown in
Figs. 3(a)-3(d). When the loop winds around either the criti-
cal point Gc,1 counter-clockwise or Gc,2 clockwise, the Chern-
number set of the four bands becomes C = {0,−1, 1, 0}.
When the loop winds around both Gc,1 and Gc,2 clockwise or
counter-clockwise [Fig. 3(g)], the Chern numbers are zero for
all bands. More interestingly, when the loop is a Lissajous
figure with a period ratio of T : T ′ = 2 : 1 [Fig. 3(h)], the
Chern-number set becomes C = {0, 2,−2, 0}, which implies
the construction of a topological model with higher Chern-
number bands, providing a promising platform for exploring
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new topological states [92–96].

The Chern numbers can be confirmed by examining the
number of the edges states across the bulk gap with an open
boundary condition. In Figs. 3(i)-3(l), we show the edge
state branches connecting the second (lower) and third (upper)
bands (the first and fourth bands are not shown in the figures
for c1 = c4 = 0). In Figs. 3(i) and 3(j), there exist both one
edge state propagating from the upper to the lower bands and
one edge state propagating from the lower to the upper bands,
corresponding to the Chern numbers c2 = −1 and c3 = 1.
There is no edge state across the bulk gap in Fig. 3(k), which
is related to c2 = c3 = 0 for both the upper and lower bands.
For higher Chern numbers c2 = 2 and c3 = −2, there are both
two edge states propagating from the upper to lower bands
and two edge states propagating from lower to upper bands
[Fig. 3(l)]. Moreover, the Chern numbers can also be verified
by the adiabatic particle pumping process [84].

Experimental feasibility.—The physical platform can-
didates for implementing the optomechanical ladders
should satisfy the following conditions: (i) mechani-
cal frequency ωm ≫ {J1, J2, t1, t2,G, δ} for making the
rotating-wave approximation; (ii) strong-coupling condi-
tions: {J1, J2, t1, t2,G} > {κ, γ} (κ and γ are the optical and
mechanical damping rates, respectively). Optomechanical

crystals (OMCs) [97, 98] are one of the appropriate plat-
forms that satisfy all these conditions. As reported in the
experiments [99–101], most of the OMCs operate in the
resolved-sideband regime, with the mechanical frequency
ranging from a few GHz to about 10 GHz. Moreover, the
linearized optomechanical coupling rate G/2π (from a few
MHz to about 100 MHz) can be controlled by the optical
pump, and the photon- and phonon-hopping rates J/2π ∼ 500
MHz and t/2π ∼ 200 MHz can be designed as needed [35].
With a high-quality factor around 107 for both optical and me-
chanical modes [102–104], we have damping rates κ/2π ∼ 20
MHz and γ/2π ∼ 1 kHz, to ensure the system working in
the strong-coupling regime. These analyses indicate that our
proposal can be realized in the state-of-the-art setups.

Conclusions.—We have investigated the topological prop-
erties of polaritons in optomechanical ladders consisting of
an optical and a mechanical SSH chains connected through
optomechanical interactions. A set of four different topolog-
ical phases and the transitions between them have been ex-
plored by adjusting the amplitude of the optomechanical in-
teractions. We have also shown that a 2D Chern insulator
can be implemented by adiabatically modulating the param-
eters in optomechanical ladders. Our work opens a route to-
wards exploring rich topological states for polaritons in op-
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tomechanics, which can be applied for developing topologi-
cally protected optomechanical technologies.
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Supplementary Material for “Manipulating Topological Polaritons in Optomechanical Ladders”

This supplementary material provides the detailed calculations and results on the following four topics: (S1) derivation of the
linearized Hamiltonian of the optomechanical ladder, (S2) calculation of the boundary curves of the topological phases, (S3)
detection of the edge states, and (S4) adiabatic optomechanical pumping.

S1. DERIVATION OF THE LINEARIZED HAMILTONIAN OF THE OPTOMECHANICAL LADDER

In this section, we present a detailed derivation of the linearized Hamiltonian [Eq. (1) in the main text] of the optomechanical
ladder, which consists of an optical and a mechanical Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) chains coupled via optomechanical interac-
tions. For manipulating the optomechanical ladder, we introduce optical pumpings to all these optical modes. The Hamiltonian
of the optomechanical ladder reads [35, 97] (ℏ = 1)

Homl =
∑

j

(ωaa†ja j + ωAA†j A j) + ωm

∑
j

(b†jb j + B†j B j)

−g1

∑
j

a†ja j(b
†

j + b j) − g2

∑
j

A†j A j(B
†

j + B j)

+J1

∑
j

(A†ja j + a†j A j) + J2

∑
j

(A†ja j+1 + a†j+1A j)

+t1
∑

j

(B†jb j + b†j B j) + t2
∑

j

(B†jb j+1 + b†j+1B j)

+
∑

j

(ε ja
†

je
iωd t + ε∗ja je−iωd t) +

∑
j

(ϵ jA
†

je
iωd t + ϵ∗j A je−iωd t), (S1)

where a j (A j) and b j (B j) are the annihilation operators of the optical and mechanical modes at the jth site with resonance
frequencies ωa (ωA) and ωm (ωm), respectively. The parameters g1 and g2 are the single-photon optomechanical interaction
strengths, J1 and J2 (t1 and t2) are the tunneling strengths between the optical (mechanical) modes, and ε j and ϵ j are the
pumping amplitudes of the optical modes with the same frequency ωd. In a rotating frame defined by the unitary transformation
operator U1 = exp[−i(ωdt)

∑
j(a
†

ja j + A†j A j)], the Hamiltonian (S1) becomes

H′oml =
∑

j

(∆aa†ja j + ∆AA†j A j) + ωm

∑
j

(b†jb j + B†j B j)

−g1

∑
j

a†ja j(b
†

j + b j) − g2

∑
n

A†j A j(B
†

j + B j)

+J1

∑
j

(A†ja j + a†j A j) + J2

∑
j

(A†ja j+1 + a†j+1A j)

+t1
∑

j

(B†jb j + b†j B j) + t2
∑

j

(B†jb j+1 + b†j+1B j)

+
∑

j

(ε ja
†

j + ε
∗
ja j) +

∑
j

(ϵ jA
†

j + ϵ
∗
j A j), (S2)

where ∆a = ωa − ωd and ∆A = ωA − ωd are the frequency detunings between the optical modes and the pumping fields.
In this work, we assume that the external pumping fields are strong (i.e., |ε j| ≫ κ and |ϵ j| ≫ κ, κ is the damping rate of the

optical modes). Then, we can apply the standard linearization procedure to obtain the linearized optomechanical Hamiltonian.
By adding both the dissipation and noise terms into the Heisenberg equations, the quantum Langevin equations of this system
can be obtained as

ȧ j = − (i∆a + κ)a j + ig1a j(b
†

j + b j) − iJ1A j − iJ2A j−1 − iε j +
√

2κain
j , (S3a)

Ȧ j = − (i∆A + κ)A j + ig2A j(B
†

j + B j) − iJ1a j − iJ2a j+1 − iϵ j +
√

2κAin
j , (S3b)

ḃ j = − (iωm + γ)b j + ig1a†ja j − it1B j − it2B j−1 +
√

2γbin
j , (S3c)

Ḃ j = − (iωm + γ)B j + ig2A†j A j − it1b j − it2b j+1 +
√

2γBin
j , (S3d)
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where γ is the damping rate of the mechanical modes, and ain
j , Ain

j , bin
j , and Bin

j are the input noise operators of these optical and
mechanical modes.

In the strong-driving regime, the optical modes will be largely displaced; then we can linearize the optomechanical interactions
around the steady state. Concretely, we separate the classical displacement and the quantum fluctuation by expressing these
operators as the sum of their steady-state mean values and quantum fluctuations, namely,

a j → a j + α j, (S4a)
A j → A j + ζ j, (S4b)
b j → b j + β j, (S4c)
B j → B j + η j, (S4d)

where α j, ζ j, β j, and η j are the steady-state mean values, and a j, A j, b j, and B j on the right-hand side of the arrows are the
quantum fluctuation operators. The steady-state mean values are determined by the following equations

−(i∆′a + κ)α j − iJ1ζ j − iJ2ζ j−1 − iε j =0, (S5a)
−(i∆′A + κ)ζ j − iJ1α j − iJ2α j+1 − iϵ j =0, (S5b)

−(iωm + γ)β j + ig1|α j|
2 − it1η j − it2η j−1 =0, (S5c)

−(iωm + γ)η j + ig2|ζ j|
2 − it1β j − it2β j+1 =0, (S5d)

and the linearized equations of motion for these quantum fluctuations are given by

ȧ j = − (i∆′a + κ)a j + iG j,1(b†j + b j) − iJ1A j − iJ2A j−1 +
√

2κain
j , (S6a)

Ȧ j = − (i∆′A + κ)A j + iG j,2(B†j + B j) − iJ1a j − iJ2a j+1 +
√

2κAin
j , (S6b)

ḃ j = − (iωm + γ)b j − it1B j − it2B j−1 + iG j,1a†j + iG∗j,1a j +
√

2γbin
j , (S6c)

Ḃ j = − (iωm + γ)B j − it1b j − it2b j+1 + iG j,2A†j + iG∗j,2A j +
√

2γBin
j . (S6d)

In Eqs. (S5) and (S6), we introduce the normalized detunings

∆′a ≡ ∆a − g1(β∗j + β j), ∆′A ≡ ∆A − g2(η∗j + η j), (S7)

as well as the effective optomechanical coupling strengthes

G j,1 ≡ g1α j, G j,2 ≡ g2ζ j (S8)

at the jth site. In Eqs. (S6), meanwhile, we neglected the nonlinear terms ig1a†ja j, ig2A†j A j, ig1(b†j + b j)a j, and ig2(B†j + B j)A j.
Based on Eqs. (S6), we can infer a linearized Hamiltonian

Hlin =
∑

j

(∆′aa†ja j + ∆
′
AA†j A j) + ωm

∑
j

(b†jb j + B†j B j)

−
∑

j

(G j,1a†j +G∗j,1a j)(b
†

j + b j) −
∑

j

(G j,2A†j +G∗j,2A j)(B
†

j + B j)

+J1

∑
j

(A†ja j + a†j A j) + J2

∑
j

(A†ja j+1 + a†j+1A j)

+t1
∑

j

(B†jb j + b†j B j) + t2
∑

j

(B†jb j+1 + b†j+1B j) (S9)

to govern the linearized dynamics of the system.
In this work, we consider the parameter conditions

∆a ∼ ∆A ∼ ωm, |g1(β∗j + β j)| ≪ ∆a, |g2(η∗j + η j)| ≪ ∆A, (S10)

then we have ∆′a ≈ ∆a and ∆′A ≈ ∆A. Furthermore, we consider the conditions

∆a ∼ ∆A ∼ ωm ≫ {J1, J2, t1, t2,G j,1,G j,2}. (S11)
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Under these conditions, the linearized Hamiltonian Hlin can be simplified by making the rotating-wave approximation (RWA) as

Hlin =
∑

j

(∆aa†ja j + ∆AA†j A j) + ωm

∑
j

(b†jb j + B†j B j)

−
∑

j

G j,1(a†jb j + a jb
†

j ) −
∑

j

G j,2(A†j B j + A jB
†

j )

+J1

∑
j

(A†ja j + a†j A j) + J2

∑
j

(A†ja j+1 + a†j+1A j)

+t1
∑

j

(B†jb j + b†j B j) + t2
∑

j

(B†jb j+1 + b†j+1B j). (S12)

Here, G j,1 and G j,2 are considered as real numbers, which can be realized by choosing proper phases of the optical pumping
fields. Below, we consider that all the linearized optomechanical couplings take the same coupling strength, i.e., G j,1 = G j,2 = G.
Then the linearized Hamiltonian (S12) becomes

Hlin =
∑

j

(∆aa†ja j + ∆AA†j A j) + ωm

∑
j

(b†jb j + B†j B j)

−G
∑

j

(a†jb j + a jb
†

j + A†j B j + A jB
†

j )

+J1

∑
j

(A†ja j + a†j A j) + J2

∑
j

(A†ja j+1 + a†j+1A j)

+t1
∑

j

(B†jb j + b†j B j) + t2
∑

j

(B†jb j+1 + b†j+1B j). (S13)

In a rotating frame defined by the unitary transformation operator U2 = exp[−i(ωmt)
∑

j(a
†

ja j + A†j A j + b†jb j + B†j B j)], the
Hamiltonian of the system becomes

Hsys = δ
∑

j

(a†ja j − A†j A j)

−G
∑

j

(a†jb j + a jb
†

j + A†j B j + A jB
†

j )

+J1

∑
j

(A†ja j + a†j A j) + J2

∑
j

(A†ja j+1 + a†j+1A j)

+t1
∑

j

(B†jb j + b†j B j) + t2
∑

j

(B†jb j+1 + b†j+1B j), (S14)

where we introduce δ = ∆a − ωm = ωm − ∆A and assume |δ| ≪ ωm hereafter. This linearized Hamiltonian Hsys in Eq. (S14) is
the starting point of our studies in the main text.

Next, we discuss how to satisfy the parameter condition G j,1 = G j,2 = G, i.e., g1α j = g2ζ j = G. Under the approximations
∆′a ≈ ∆a and ∆′A ≈ ∆A, the equations for α j and ζ j are reduced to

−(i∆a + κ)α j − iJ1ζ j − iJ2ζ j−1 − iε j =0, (S15a)
−(i∆A + κ)ζ j − iJ1α j − iJ2α j+1 − iϵ j =0. (S15b)

Below, we will consider the optomechanical ladder with two different kinds of boundaries: (i) periodic-boundary condition, and
(ii) open-boundary condition.

Under the periodic-boundary condition with N unit cells (α j+N = α j and ζ j+N = ζ j), the constraints g1α j = g2ζ j = G can be
realized with α j = α, ζ j = ζ, and ζ = (g1/g2)α for all the sites; then the equations for α and ζ become

−(i∆a + κ)α − iJ1ζ − iJ2ζ − iε j =0, (S16a)
−(i∆A + κ)ζ − iJ1α − iJ2α − iϵ j =0. (S16b)

Therefore, the driving strengths of the pumping fields should satisfy the relations

ε j =

[
iκ − ∆a − (J1 + J2)

g1

g2

]
α, (S17a)

ϵ j =

[
g1

g2
(iκ − ∆A) − (J1 + J2)

]
α, (S17b)
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for all the sites j = 0, 1, · · · ,N − 1.
We can also derive the expressions of these driving strengths under the open-boundary condition with N unit cells. For

realizing g1α j = g2ζ j = G, concretely, we also need α j = α, ζ j = ζ, and ζ = (g1/g2)α for all the sites; and the driving strengths
ε j and ϵ j of the lasers also satisfy the relations in Eqs. (S17), except the driving strengths ε0 and ϵN−1 at the two open boundaries.
The equations for α and ζ at the two boundaries are given by

−(i∆a + κ)α − iJ1ζ − iε0 =0, (S18a)
−(i∆A + κ)ζ − iJ1α − iϵN−1 =0. (S18b)

In this case, the driving strengths ε0 and ϵN−1 of the lasers at the two ending points are given by

ε0 =

(
iκ − ∆a − J1

g1

g2

)
α, (S19a)

ϵN−1 =

[
g1

g2
(iκ − ∆A) − J1

]
α. (S19b)

Equations (S19a) and (S19b) indicate that the driving amplitudes at the two ending points are different from those in Eq. (S17)
for the inner cavities.

S2. CALCULATION OF THE BOUNDARY CURVES OF THE TOPOLOGICAL PHASES

In this section, we calculate the energy bands for Hamiltonian (S14) in the momentum space by introducing the discrete
Fourier transformation and considering the periodic boundary conditions. We also derive the boundary curves of the topological
phases based on the fact that topological phase transitions are always accompanied by the closing and reopening of the energy
band gaps.

A. Energy bands in the momentum space

To calculate the energy bands of the system, we transform the Hamiltonian Hsys in Eq. (S14) from the real space to the
momentum space by introducing the bosonic operators Ok in the momentum space as

Ok =
1
√

N

∑
j

ei jkd0 O j, O = a, b, A, and B, (S20)

where k is the wave number and d0 is the lattice constant (hereafter we set d0 = 1 for simplicity). The Hamiltonian (S14) can be
transformed into the momentum space as

Hsys =
∑

k

(
a†k A†k b†k B†k

) 
δ J1 + J2eik −G 0

J1 + J2e−ik −δ 0 −G
−G 0 0 t1 + t2eik

0 −G t1 + t2e−ik 0




ak

Ak

bk

Bk


=

∑
k

(Vk)†HkVk, (S21)

where we introduce (Vk)† = (a†k , A
†

k , b
†

k , B
†

k) and

Hk =


δ J1 + J2eik −G 0

J1 + J2e−ik −δ 0 −G
−G 0 0 t1 + t2eik

0 −G t1 + t2e−ik 0

 . (S22)

The energy bands of the system can be obtained by diagonalizing Hk in Eq. (S22).
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FIG. S1. (Color online) Energy bands of the optomechanical ladder for different optomechanical strengths: (a) G = Gc,1 and (b) G = Gc,2,
when J2/J1 = 0.5, t1/J1 = 0.2, and t2/J1 = 0.01. (c) Energy bands of the optomechanical ladder when G/J1 = 0.5, t1/J1 = 0.2, t2/J1 = 0.1,
and J2/J1 = 0.5. (d) Energy bands of the optomechanical ladder when t1/J1 = 0.2, t2/J1 = 0.01, J1 − J2 = t2 − t1, and G/J1 = 0.45. There
are four different energy spectra with closed energy bands: (a) E2 = E3 = 0 at k = 0; (b) E2 = E3 = 0 at k = ±π; (c) E2 = E3 = 0 at
k = ± cos−1[(G2 − J1t1 − J2t2)/(J2t1 + J1t2)]; (d) E1 = E2 and E3 = E4 at k = ±π.

Under the resonant condition δ = 0, the energy bands of Hk are given by

E1 = −

√
G2 +

1
2

(|ρ2|
2 + |ρ1|

2) +

√
[G2 +

1
2

(|ρ2|
2 + |ρ1|

2)]2 − (G2 − ρ1ρ
∗
2)

(
G2 − ρ∗1ρ2

)
, (S23a)

E2 = −

√
G2 +

1
2

(|ρ2|
2 + |ρ1|

2) −

√
[G2 +

1
2

(|ρ2|
2 + |ρ1|

2)]2 −
(
G2 − ρ1ρ

∗
2

) (
G2 − ρ∗1ρ2

)
, (S23b)

E3 =

√
G2 +

1
2

(|ρ2|
2 + |ρ1|

2) −

√
[G2 +

1
2

(|ρ2|
2 + |ρ1|

2)]2 −
(
G2 − ρ1ρ

∗
2

) (
G2 − ρ∗1ρ2

)
, (S23c)

E4 =

√
G2 +

1
2

(|ρ2|
2 + |ρ1|

2) +

√
[G2 +

1
2

(|ρ2|
2 + |ρ1|

2)]2 −
(
G2 − ρ1ρ

∗
2

) (
G2 − ρ∗1ρ2

)
(S23d)

with ρ1 ≡ J1 + J2eik and ρ2 ≡ t1 + t2eik.

B. Topological phase boundary curves

Based on Eqs. (S23a)-(S23d), we can obtain four energy bands in the energy spectra of the model, as shown in Figs. S1(a)-
S1(d). Typically, there are energy gaps between different bands, and the topological phase transition takes place when they close
and reopen [Figs. S1(a)-S1(d)]. Below, we will discuss the phase boundaries corresponding to these four cases.

First, the band gap closes for E2 = E3 = 0 under the condition

G2 − ρ1ρ
∗
2 = 0, (S24)

then we can obtain the equation for the boundaries as

G =
√

J1t1 + J2t2 + t1J2eik + J1t2e−ik. (S25)

In order to make sure that G is real and positive, the band gap closes under different conditions for different k:
(i) The band gap closes at k = 0 [Fig. S1(a)], and the boundary in Eq. (S25) becomes

Gc,1 =
√

(J1 + J2) (t1 + t2). (S26)

(ii) The band gap closes at k = ±π [Fig. S1(b)], and the corresponding boundary becomes

Gc,2 =
√

(J1 − J2) (t1 − t2). (S27)
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(iii) The band gap closes at any other value in the regime 0 < |k| < π [Fig. S1(c)], then the boundary is given by

Gc,3 =
√

J1t1 + J2t2 + (J2t1 + J1t2) cos k, (S28)

with an additional precondition

t1J2 = J1t2. (S29)

It is worth emphasizing that the boundary of Gc,3 cannot be identified by the Berry phases, because the Berry phases do not
change when the parameters cross this boundary, as shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(e) in the main text. The boundary of Gc,3 can be
identified when two optomechanical ladders in different phases are attached, which is shown in the following subsection.

Second, the band gaps also close when E1 = E2 and E3 = E4 [Fig. S1(d)], which is satisfied under the condition[
G2 +

1
2

(|ρ2|
2 + |ρ1|

2)
]2

− (G2 − ρ1ρ
∗
2)(G2 − ρ∗1ρ2) = 0. (S30)

This condition can be simplified as

ρ1 + ρ2 = 0, (S31)

which is satisfied when

eik = −
J1 + t1
J2 + t2

. (S32)

Since we assume that J1, J2, t1, and t2 are positive-real numbers, the boundary curve takes the following form

J2,c = J1 + t1 − t2 (S33)

for k = ±π. All these equations determining the phase boundaries have been given in the main text.

C. Generic symmetry operator and topological number

The topological properties of the system governed by the Hamiltonian Hk can be characterized by the Berry phase [52], and
the topological phase diagrams of the optomechanical polaritons based on the Berry phases are shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)
in the main text. In addition, the topological phases of one-dimensional lattices can also be characterized by the topological
number associated with some generic symmetries. Following Refs. [85, 86], we will introduce the generic symmetry operator S
of the optomechanical ladder and the associated topological number Ns.

The generic symmetry operator for the optomechanical ladder is defined by

S =


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1

 . (S34)

It can be checked that

S −1HkS = −Hk, S 2 = I, (S35)

where I is identity matrix. Therefore, the topological class of the optomechanical ladder is the chiral orthogonal (BDI) class and
its topological phases can be characterized by the Z index [87]. The topological number associated with the generic symmetry
operator S is defined by

Ns = Tr
[∫ +π

−π

dk
4πi

S g−1
s (k) ∂kgs (k)

]
, (S36)

where gs (k) = −H−1
k is the Green’s function at zero energy.
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To make the calculation of the topological number much easier, we introduce a unitary operator

Us =


1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0

 , (S37)

which yields

UsS U−1
s = σz ⊗ I (S38)

with the Pauli matrix σz and 2 × 2 identity matrix I. Based on Eq. (S37), it can be shown that

UsHkU−1
s =

(
0 V

V† 0

)
, (S39)

with

V =
(
−G ρ1
ρ∗2 −G

)
. (S40)

The topological number for the Hamiltonian with the form of Eq. (S39) is given by

Ns = −Tr
[∫ +π

−π

dk
2πi

V−1∂kV
]

= −

∫ +π

−π

dk
2πi
∂k{ln[Det(V)]}

= −

∫ +π

−π

dk
2πi
∂k{ln[Z(k)]}, (S41)

where Z(k) = G2 − ρ1ρ
∗
2. It means that Ns is the winding number of Z(k) in the complex plane. The gap closes with Z(k) = 0,

which is consistent with the phase boundaries given by Eq. (S24). We should emphasize that the gaps also close with J2,c at
nonzero energy [En , 0, see Fig. S1(d)], which cannot be described by the topological number Ns defined based on the Green’s
function at zero energy [Eq. (S36)].

D. Verification of the phase boundary curves G3,c and Jc,2

In the above subsections, we have obtained the four topological phase boundary curves (Gc,1, Gc,2, Gc,3, and J2,c) based on
the fact that topological phase transition takes place when two of the energy band gaps are closed and reopened. However, the
boundary Gc,3 cannot be described by the Berry phases [see Figs.1(b) and 1(c) in the main text], and the boundary J2,c cannot
be described by the topological number Ns. To confirm the topological phase boundary G3,c [Eq. (S28)] and Jc,2 [Eq. (S33)] in
the optomechanical ladder, in this subsection, we consider an optomechanical-ladder ring (Fig. S2) consisting of two coupled
optomachanical ladders with parameters belong to different regimes divided by the phase boundary G3,c or Jc,2. The Hamiltonian
of the optomechanical-ladder ring reads

Hring =

N−1∑
j=1

(J1A†ja j + J2a†j+1A j + t1B†jb j + t2B†jb j+1 + H.c.) −G
N∑

j=1

(a†jb j + A†j B j + H.c.)

+

2N−1∑
j=N+1

(J′1A†ja j + J′2a†j+1A j + t′1B†jb j + t′2B†jb j+1 + H.c.) −G′
2N∑

j=N+1

(a†jb j + A†j B j + H.c.)

+(J3A†NaN+1 + t3B†NbN+1 + H.c.) + (J4A†2Na1 + t4B†2Nb1 + H.c.), (S42)

where J1, J2, t1, t2, and G (J′1, J′2, t′1, t′2, and G′) are the coupling strengths for the left (right) optomechanical ladder. The
parameters J3, J4, t3, and t4 are the coupling strengths between the two optomechanical ladders. The topological phase tran-
sition boundaries Gc,3 and J2,c can be confirmed by analyzing the edge states and the corresponding field distributions of the
optomechanical-ladder ring when the parameters cross the boundaries. We note that when the optomechanical ladders belong to
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FIG. S2. (Color online) Schematic of the optomechanical-ladder ring consisting of two optomechanical ladders. The coupling parameters
within the left (right) ladder are J1, t1, J2, t2, and G (J′1, t′1, J′2, t′2, and G′). The coupling strengths between the left and right optomechanical
ladders are J3, t3, J4, and t4.

different topological phases, there are edge states in the eigenvalue spectra of the optomechanical-ladder ring. On the contrary,
if there are no edge states in the eigenvalue spectra of the ring, it means that the two optomechanical ladders are in the same
topological phase. The eigenvalues and the corresponding field distributions of edge states for the optomechanical-ladder ring
are shown in Fig. S3.

When both the left and right optomechanical ladders are in the topological phase II [see Fig. 1(b) in the main text] but the
coupling parameters belong to the left and right sides of the boundary Gc,3 respectively, there are four degenerate edge states
around the zero energy shown by green dots in Fig. S3(a). The field distributions of the edge states are shown in Figs. S3(e)
and S3(f). The maxima of the fields in Figs. S3(e) and S3(f) for the edge states are located around the connection region of
the ring, which indicate that the phase transitions take place when the parameters cross the phase boundary Gc,3. In addition,
when both of the coupling parameters of the left and right ladders are in the topological phase III [see Fig. 1(c) in the main
text] and the coupling parameters belong to both sides of the boundary Gc,3, there are also four degenerate edge states with zero
energy shown in Fig. S3(b) and the field distributions of the edge states are shown in Figs. S3(g) and S3(h). Different from the
edge states shown in Figs. S3(e) and S3(f), most of the edge fields are located at one of the optomechanical ladders and around
the connection region of the ring, which also indicate that the phase transitions take place when the parameters cross the phase
boundary Gc,3.

We also discuss the eigenvalues of the optomechanical-ladder ring with the coupling parameter J2 < J2,c in the left ladder (in
the phase I or II) and J′2 > J2,c in the right ladder (in the phase III or IV). When the left and right optomechanical ladders are
in the phase II and phase III [divided by the boundary J2,c shown in Fig.1(b)] respectively, there are four edges states (two at
E ≈ −G and two at E ≈ G), as shown in Fig. S3(c). Similarly, when the left and right optomechanical ladders are located in
the phase I and phase IV [divided by the boundary J2,c shown in Fig. 1(c)] respectively, there are also four edges states around
E ≈ ±G [see Fig. S3(d)]. The maxima of the fields are located at the connection region, as shown in Figs. S3(i)-S3(l). This
means that phase transitions also take place when the parameters cross the phase boundary J2,c.

S3. DETECTION OF THE EDGE STATES

In this section, we discuss how to detect the edge states in the optomechanical ladder with an open boundary. Concretely, we
introduce a one-dimensional (1D) phonon waveguide side-coupled to the optomechanical ladder, as shown in Fig. S4. The edge
states in the optomechanical ladder can be detected by analyzing the reflection of a single phonon transported in the 1D phonon
waveguide [88–91].
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FIG. S3. (Color online) The eigenvalues of the optomechanical-ladder ring (N = 10 cells in one ladder) for (a) J2/J1 = 0.01, J′1/J1 = 1,
J′2/J1 = 1, t1/J1 = t′1/J1 = 0.2, t2/J1 = t′2/J1 = 0.01, and G/J1 = G′/J1 = 0.45; (b) J2/J1 = 1, J′1/J1 = 1, J′2/J1 = 30, t1/J1 = t′1/J1 = 0.01,
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We assume that the waveguide is coupled to the optomechanical ladder through the mechanical mode c0. In a rotating frame
defined by the unitary transformation operator U3 = exp[−i(ωmt)

∑
j(a
†

ja j + A†j A j + b†jb j + B†j B j + c†jc j)], the whole system
including both the optomechanical ladder and the waveguide can be described by the total Hamiltonian

Htot = Hsys + Hwg + Hint, (S43)

where Hsys [defined in Eq. (S14)] is the Hamiltonian of the optomechanical ladder, Hwg is the waveguide Hamiltonian defined
by

Hwg = −tw
∑

j

(c†jc j+1 + c†j+1c j), (S44)
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FIG. S4. (Color online) Schematic of the system connected with the waveguide. The waveguide is assumed as a chain of cavities shown
by green circles with intracellular coupling strength tw. The red line stands for the connection between the system and the waveguide with
coupling strength t0.

and the interaction Hamiltonian between the waveguide and the optomechanical ladder reads

Hint = t0(c†0d + c0d†), (S45)

with the coupling strength t0. In Eq. (S44), ωm is the resonance frequency of all the mechanical modes, c j is the annihilation
operator of the mechanical mode at the jth site in the waveguide, and tw is the coupling strength between two nearest-neighboring
mechanical modes. In Eq. (S45), d is the annihilation operator for the mechanical mode coupled to the waveguide, i.e., depending
on the coupling position, d = {b0, B0, b1, B1, ..., bN−1, BN−1}.

The stationary state of single-photon scattering in the system can be written as

|Ω⟩ =
∑

j

[
ua ( j) a†j + uA ( j) A†j + ub ( j) b†j + uB ( j) B†j + uc ( j) c†j

]
|∅⟩ , (S46)

where |∅⟩ is the vacuum state of the whole system, and uc ( j) and uO ( j) are the probability amplitudes corresponding to a single
photon or phonon in the modes c j and O j (O = a, A, b, B), respectively. The dispersion relation of the 1D (infinite site) waveguide
is given by [88]

Ωk = −2tw cos kw, −π < kw ≤ π, (S47)

where Ωk is the energy of the input single photon and kw is the corresponding wave number.
According to the different distributions of the edge states as shown in Figs. 2(e)-2(j) in the main text, we consider two different

connection situations between the optomechanical ladder and the waveguide, as shown in Figs. S5(a) and S5(b).
In order to detect the edge states with the maxima of the field in B0 as shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(i), we assume that the

waveguide is coupled to the mechanical mode B0 [Fig. S5(a)], i.e., d = B0, and the interaction Hamiltonian Hint reads

Hint = t0(c†0B0 + c0B†0). (S48)

By substituting the stationary state |Ω⟩ and the Hamiltonian Htot into the Schrödinger equation Htot |Ω⟩ = Ω |Ω⟩, we can obtain
the coupled equations for the probability amplitudes as follows. (i) When 0 < j < N − 1 (in the bulk of the optomechanical
ladder), the equations are given by

Ωua( j) − J1uA( j) − J2uA( j − 1) +Gub( j) =0, (S49a)
Ωub( j) − t1uB( j) − t2uB( j − 1) +Gua( j) =0, (S49b)
ΩuA( j) − J1ua( j) − J2ua( j + 1) +GuB( j) =0, (S49c)
ΩuB( j) − t1ub( j) − t2ub( j + 1) +GuA( j) =0. (S49d)
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(ii) When j = 0 and j = N − 1 (at the boundaries of the optomechanical ladder), the equations take the form

Ωua(0) − J1uA(0) +Gub(0) =0, (S50a)
Ωub(0) − t1uB(0) +Gua(0) =0, (S50b)

ΩuA(0) − J1ua(0) − J2ua(1) +GuB(0) =0, (S50c)
ΩuB(0) − t1ub(0) − t2ub(1) − t0uc(0) +GuA(0) =0, (S50d)

Ωua(N − 1) − J1uA(N − 1) − J2uA(N − 2) +Gub(N − 1) =0, (S50e)
Ωub(N − 1) − t1uB(N − 1) − t2uB(N − 2) +Gua(N − 1) =0, (S50f)

ΩuA(N − 1) − J1ua(N − 1) +GuB(N − 1) =0, (S50g)
ΩuB(N − 1) − t1ub(N − 1) +GuA(N − 1) =0, (S50h)
Ωuc(0) + twuc(1) + twuc(−1) − t0uB(0) =0. (S50i)

Moreover, for the waveguide, the probability amplitudes are determined by the following equations

Ωuc ( j) + twuc ( j + 1) + twuc ( j − 1) = 0 (S51)

for j , 0.
When a single phonon with energy Ω = −2tw cos kw is injected from the left of the waveguide, a general expression of the

probability amplitudes in the waveguide is given by [88]

uc ( j) =
{

ei jkw + re−i jkw , j < 0,
tei jkw , j > 0, (S52)

where r and t are, respectively, the reflection and transmission amplitudes, which satisfy both the probability conservation
|r|2 + |t|2 = 1 and the condition of continuity t = 1 + r. Finally, we obtain the coupled equations for the reflection amplitude r
and the probability amplitudes uO( j) in the optomechanical ladder, as

Ω G −J1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
G Ω 0 −T1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
−J1 0 Ω TG −J2 0 0 0 0 0 ...

0 −t1 G T0 0 −t2 0 0 0 0 ...
0 0 −J2 0 Ω G −J1 0 0 0 ...
0 0 0 −t2 G Ω 0 −t1 0 0 ...
0 0 0 0 −J1 0 Ω G −J2 0 ...
0 0 0 0 0 −t1 G Ω 0 −t2 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...





ua (0)
ub (0)
uA (0)
r
ua (1)
ub (1)
uA (1)
uB (1)
...


=



0
0
0
t0
0
0
0
0
...


, (S53)

where

T1 = 2i(twt1/t0) sin(kw), TG = 2i(tw/t0)G sin(kw), T0 = −4i(t2
w/t0) cos(kw) sin(kw) − t0. (S54)

Then the reflection probability R ≡ |r|2 can be obtained by solving Eq. (S53) numerically.
In order to detect the edge states with the maximal field at site b0, as shown in Figs. 2(f)-2(h) in the main text, we assume that

the waveguide is coupled to the mechanical mode b0 [Fig. S5(b)], i.e., d = b0, then the interaction Hamiltonian Hint becomes

Hint = t0(c†0b0 + c0b†0). (S55)

It is worth mentioning that the edge state in Fig. 2(j) can also be detected by coupling the waveguide to the mechanical mode b0.
This is because the field site b0 is sufficiently strong (although not the strongest) to create the signal response. By using a similar
method, we can obtain the coupled equations for the probability amplitudes as follows:
(i) When 0 < j < N − 1, we obtain

Ωua( j) − J1uA( j) − J2uA( j − 1) +Gub( j) =0, (S56a)
Ωub( j) − t1uB( j) − t2uB( j − 1) +Gua( j) =0, (S56b)
ΩuA( j) − J1ua( j) − J2ua( j + 1) +GuB( j) =0, (S56c)
ΩuB( j) − t1ub( j) − t2ub( j + 1) +GuA( j) =0. (S56d)
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(ii) When j = 0 and j = N − 1, the equations are given by

Ωua(0) − J1uA(0) +Gub(0) =0, (S57a)
Ωub(0) − t1uB(0) − t0uc(0) +Gua(0) =0, (S57b)
ΩuA(0) − J1ua(0) − J2ua(1) +GuB(0) =0, (S57c)
ΩuB(0) − t1ub(0) − t2ub(1) +GuA(0) =0, (S57d)

Ωua(N − 1) − J1uA(N − 1) − J2uA(N − 2) +Gub(N − 1) =0, (S57e)
Ωub(N − 1) − t1uB(N − 1) − t2uB(N − 2) +Gua(N − 1) =0, (S57f)

ΩuA(N − 1) − J1ua(N − 1) +GuB(N − 1) =0, (S57g)
ΩuB(N − 1) − t1ub(N − 1) +GuA(N − 1) =0, (S57h)
Ωuc(0) + twuc(1) + twuc(−1) − t0ub(0) =0. (S57i)

In addition, the coupled equations for the probability amplitudes in the waveguide are the same as Eq. (S51). Finally, the
reflection amplitude r and the probability amplitudes uO( j) in the optomechanical ladder satisfy the equation

Ω TG −J1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
G T0 0 −t1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ...
−J1 0 Ω G −J2 0 0 0 0 0 ...

0 −T1 G Ω 0 −t2 0 0 0 0 ...
0 0 −J2 0 Ω G −J1 0 0 0 ...
0 0 0 −t2 G Ω 0 −t1 0 0 ...
0 0 0 0 −J1 0 Ω G −J2 0 ...
0 0 0 0 0 −t1 G Ω 0 −t2 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...





ua (0)
r
uA (0)
uB (0)
ua (1)
uA (1)
ub (1)
uB (1)
...


=



0
t0
0
0
0
0
0
0
...


. (S58)

The reflection probability R can be obtained by numerically solving Eq. (S58).
The eigenvalues and the corresponding reflection spectra are shown in Figs. S5(c)-S5(h). It can be seen from Figs. S5(c) and

S5(d) that, there are two degenerate-discrete states at zero energy, which correspond to the edge states with the field distribution
shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(i) in the main text. There is a high peak in the corresponding reflection spectra at zero energy when
the waveguide is coupled to mechanical mode B0. Instead, the two edge states at zero energy in Fig. S5(e) are located around the
modes b0 and BN−1, so a high peak in the reflection spectra is detected when the waveguide is coupled to the mechanical mode
b0.

Similarly, based on the field distribution shown in Figs. 2(g) and 2(h), the two edge states with energy E ≈ ±G in Figs. S5(f)-
S5(h) can be observed in the reflection spectra when the waveguide is coupled to the mechanical mode b0. Based on the above
analyses, we can conclude that the edge states can be detected by the reflection spectra of a single phonon scattered in the
waveguide, which is coupled to a proper mechanical mode in the optomechanical ladder.

S4. ADIABATIC OPTOMECHANICAL PUMPING

In this section, we show that the Chern numbers associated with the energy bands can also be verified by the adiabatic particle
pumping processes. The number of particles pumped per cycle is an integer, which is given by a Chern number [52]. In order
to simulate a 2D Chern insulator in the optomechanical ladder, we replace the wave number for the second dimension by the
time dimension in the periodical modulation of the driving frequency and strength. Specifically, we introduce time-dependent
optomechanical coupling strength G(t) and detuning δ(t) as

G(t) = Ḡ + G̃ cos(2πt/T + ϕ0), (S59)

and

δ(t) = δ̃ sin(2πt/T ′ + ϕ′0), (S60)

where Ḡ, G̃, and δ̃ are positive real numbers; T (T ′) is the modulation period and ϕ0 (ϕ′0) is the initial phase for the parameter
G(t) [δ(t)]. Then the Hamiltonian of the periodically modulated optomechanical ladders can be written as

Hsys(t) =
∑

j

[
δ(t)(a†ja j − A†j A j) −G(t)(a†jb j + A†j B j + H.c.)

]
+

∑
j

(J1A†ja j + J2a†j+1A j + t1B†jb j + t2b†j+1B j + H.c.). (S61)
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FIG. S6. (Color online) (a)-(d) Instantaneous energy spectra in an open chain (N = 10) for four different modulation cases: (a) Ḡ = Gc,1,
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The red solid lines represent the evolutionary path of the edge states. (e)-(h) Time evolution of the probability distributions of the eigenstate
corresponding to the red solid lines in the instantaneous energy spectra. Other parameters used are J2 = 0.6J1, t1 = 0.2J1, and t1 = 0.01J1.

We can investigate the adiabatic particle pumping processes based on the instantaneous energy spectra and the associated prob-
ability distributions.

To better understand the adiabatic particle pumping processes, we show the time evolution of the energy spectra (two of the
four energy bands) by four different modulation schemes in Figs. S6(a)-S6(d). In addition, the time evolution of the probability
distributions for the eigenstate corresponding to the red solid lines in the instantaneous energy spectra are shown in Figs. S6(e)-
S6(h).

We assume that the probability of the eigenstate is initially localized around the mechanical mode B0 in all the four cases. In
both the first and second cases [Figs. S6(e) and S6(f)], the probability of the eigenstate pumps adiabatically to the right edge
once in one period, corresponding to the Chern number cn = ±1. In the third case [Fig. S6(g)], the probability of the eigenstate
moves from the left edge to the right edge and back to the left edge in one period, corresponding to the Chern number cn = ±0.
While in the fourth case [Fig. S6(h)], the probability of the eigenstate moves from the left edge to the right edge twice in one
period, corresponding to the Chern number cn = ±2.

Figures S7(a)-S7(d) show the dynamics of the probability distribution for the adiabatic pumping of the edge states in different
modulation cases, and the corresponding instantaneous energy spectra are shown in Figs. S7(e)-S7(h).

Based on the probability distribution of the eigenstates shown in Figs. S6(e)-S6(h), we choose the initial conditions with the
probability distribution PB0 (0) = 1 and PO(0) = 0 for O , B0. Similar to Figs. S6(e)-S6(g), the edge state is pumped adiabatically
to the right edge once within a period in both the first and second cases [Figs. S7(a) and S7(b)], and the edge state is pumped
adiabatically to the right edge and then back to the left edge within a period in the third case [Fig. S7(c)]. Instead, Fig. S6(h) is
quite different from Fig. S7(d) for the fourth case, and Fig. S7(d) is similar to the third case [Fig. S7(c)], i.e., the edge state is
pumped adiabatically to the right edge and then back to the left edge within a period in the fourth case. This means that both the
third [Fig. S7(c)] and fourth [Fig. S7(d)] cases cannot be well distinguished by observing the adiabatic evolution process of the
edge states. However, it is worth mentioning that the adiabatic theorem is not applicable around the point (t = 0.5T ) due to the
level crossing in instantaneous energy spectrum in Fig. S7(h). From the instantaneous energy spectra, we can see that the energy
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FIG. S7. (Color online) (a)-(d) Probability distribution for the adiabatic pump of the edge states in four different modulation cases with the
same parameters used in Fig. S4. (e)-(h) Instantaneous energy spectra in an open optomechanical ladder with the red solid lines for the
evolutionary path of the eigenstates.

of the solid red line for the third case is in the upper band while it is in the lower band for the fourth case during the time interval
from T/2 to T , which provides an effective way to distinguish the third case from the fourth case.

We can confirm from the above discussions that the system can be extended to simulate a 2D Chern insulator by adiabatically
modulating both the optomechanical strength and detuning. Moreover, we can observe the Chern numbers by the adiabatic
particle pumping processes.
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